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Janus Contrarian Fund

Investment Environment
U.S. stocks slumped early in the quarter, but rebounded after the U.S. election. Cyclical
stocks returned to favor as investors considered the potential impact of deregulation,
increased fiscal spending, corporate tax cuts and other pro-growth policies under a
Trump administration. Financial stocks, many of which also benefit from rising rates,
enjoyed particularly strong returns during the period.
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Daniel R. Kozlowski, CFA

Performance Discussion
The Fund outperformed its benchmark, the S&P 500 Index. As part of our contrarian
investment mandate, we seek companies that are undergoing a structural change in
their business or industry that has gone unrecognized by the market, but we believe
should positively reshape the company’s destiny, and stock performance, over time.
These stocks are generally out of favor with investors, but if we correctly identify the
changing dynamics at work within these companies or industries, the stocks in our
portfolio have the potential to move from being out of favor to in favor as the company
executes its turnaround. Our long-term performance ultimately should be driven by our
ability to correctly identify companies that are early in the process of undergoing
dramatic changes. This quarter we were pleased to see many holdings in our portfolio
continue to drive positive performance as the market received more indications of longterm improvements taking place at the companies.
United Continental was our largest contributor. Improved pricing metrics helped lift
airline stocks, as did news that a well-known value investor was taking a substantial
ownership stake in major airline companies. The market took the ownership stake as a
vote of confidence about improvements to the structure of the airline industry, which we
have mentioned in our commentaries for the last five years. In our view, consolidation is a
large tailwind for the industry. With a smaller number of companies controlling a greater
portion of flights, major airlines have the ability to reduce capacity and improve pricing.
With improved pricing power, airlines such as United hit record levels of profitability, and
are returning cash to shareholders.
Knowles Corp. was another large contributor. The company was spun out of Dover, and
manufactures microphones and microspeakers for mobile phones and other devices.
Knowles stumbled with some execution issues after its spin-out, including an acquisition
in early 2015 that did not initially produce expected results. We took advantage of the
negative sentiment around the stock and added to our position at the time. Since then,
the company has delivered strong earnings and guidance, and announced the inclusion
of its microphones in several innovative applications that should drive future demand and
unit volume. That news has helped lift the stock in recent months.
Wendy’s was another large contributor. News that a significant shareholder increased its
ownership stake in the company created more confidence about Wendy’s and some of
its new strategic objectives. The fast food chain’s ability to maintain store traffic growth
in what has been a weak environment for restaurants has also helped lift the stock. We
continue to like some of the changes the company is making to its strategy. Wendy’s is
re-imaging many of its stores, and after a longer period between re-imaging than most
fast food chains, the refresh should drive meaningful traffic growth. A new value menu
launched in late 2015 is also appealing to lower income consumers. Finally, Wendy’s is
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Executive Summary
• U.S. stocks rose during the
period, led mostly by cyclical
sectors, while several defensive
sectors lagged the broader
market.
• Our portfolio outperformed the
benchmark this quarter. Our
airline holdings were some of
our largest contributors to
performance.
• There is still a pronounced
valuation gap between those
defensive areas of the market
and cyclical stocks with more
volatile earnings. We believe
our portfolio could continue to
benefit if investors continue to
rotate out of some of the more
defensive areas of the market,
as they did this quarter.
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also selling many of the stores the company owns to franchise
groups, which is improving free cash flow and returns on capital
for the company.
While generally pleased with our performance during the period,
we still held some stocks that detracted from performance.
News Corp. was our largest detractor. Weakness in its print
media business weighed on the stock. A stronger dollar has
also been a headwind to some of its assets in the UK and
Australia. However, we continue to like the stock and don’t think
News Corp. has been given enough credit for the potential of its
large digital real estate platform, realtor.com.
Ball Corp. was another detractor. In our view, the company was
down in part to a general market rotation that took place this
quarter, favoring more cyclical growth companies. While Ball
Corp. is a materials company, it supplies metal packaging to the
beverage, food and household products industries and has the

characteristics of a more defensive consumer staples company.
Those types of businesses were out of favor this quarter, but
we continue to like the company. Ball’s acquisition of a
competitor has improved the competitive dynamics within the
beverage packaging industry, and should improve earnings for
Ball. We expect the newly combined company to de-lever
quickly, transferring more value to equity holders.
Mattel was another detractor. Speculation that holiday sales for
the toy industry would be weak affected the stock, as did
concerns over whether the incoming Trump administration
might raise tariffs on goods that companies manufacture
overseas. We are looking past these issues and still have a high
level of conviction in our long-term outlook, however. In our
view, the management team has turned around the culture at
the company, reigniting its creative engine and sparking
innovation among its key toy brands.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook

that perspective, the market rotation should help our portfolio.

After years of pricing in slow economic growth and a perpetual
low-yield environment, financial markets are undergoing a
rotational shift. Signs of an improving economy were starting to
show even before the November election, but the election of
perhaps the most business-friendly administration in history has
kicked those growth expectations into high gear. As a result,
cyclical companies that we felt were undervalued are starting to
outperform, as investors rotate out of the defensive areas of the
market where they have hid for most of 2015 and 2016.

The changing market psychology also affects our portfolio.
When markets feared a potential recession and hiding in
defensive areas of the market, investors were slower to
embrace a positive change in companies, even when there was
evidence it was taking place. Now that the economic
environment is improving, market participants are quicker to
come around to the positive changes taking place at companies
when they see signs of an improvement. If we remain early in
identifying positive changes for companies, this attitudinal shift
by the rest of the market should help our performance.

We view this shift as incredibly positive for our portfolio. We
look to invest anywhere in the market where we see a positive,
and misunderstood, change taking place at the company or
industry level. That has led to a more cyclical tilt to our portfolio.
We don’t consciously avoid defensive stocks, but often there
simply isn’t a contrarian point of view for many companies with
stable earnings and a less economically sensitive profile. From

As the market rotation has taken place in the last few months,
we’ve seen our relative performance improve. We believe the
last few months mark the beginning of an inflection point that
should favor our process and we look forward to the
months ahead.
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Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 12/31/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

United Continental Holdings Inc

9.80

4.11

News Corp

2.65

-0.67

Knowles Corp

6.16

1.20

Ball Corp

5.00

-0.49

Zebra Technologies Corp

5.26

1.12

Mattel Inc

4.73

-0.38

Wendy's Co

2.56

1.03

Crown Holdings Inc

3.81

-0.36

Goldman Sachs Group Inc

5.18

0.67

Energizer Holdings Inc

0.00

-0.26

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

United Continental Holdings: United Continental is one of
the world’s largest airline carriers. The company has upside
potential, in our view. Returns on invested capital are rising
and likely to improve due to scale advantages after United’s
merger with Continental. Moreover, the airline has pricing
power for the first time in decades due to industry
consolidation and resulting capacity reductions.

News Corp.: We believe the market has overlooked the
media company’s digital real estate platform. We also like
the company for its strong balance sheet, which we believe
is rare for a media company.

Knowles Corp.: The company was spun off of Dover. We
believe the market has failed to appreciate the growth
potential of the company’s business manufacturing
microphones for mobile devices and hearing aids.
Zebra Technologies: Zebra Technologies is a barcodeprinting and asset-tracking company. Zebra’s customer base
includes retail, industrial and logistics companies, as well as
health care. The company’s technology allows for more
efficient inventory management, among other benefits.
Wendy’s: We think the company is poised to see revenue
growth as it re-images many of its major stores. We also like
that the management team is moving toward a franchise
business model, which is less capital-intensive than directly
owning and operating stores.
Goldman Sachs Group: Goldman Sachs is a multinational
financial services company engaged in global investment
banking, investment management, securities, and other
financial services, primarily with institutional clients. We like
that the company has continued to invest in the business
and maintain a global footprint and grow market share,
positioning its various banking businesses to rebound when
regional economies strengthen or trading demand increases.
We believe that low interest rates and increased regulation
have held back Goldman’s earning power for years, and that

Ball Corp.: Ball Corporation is a supplier of metal packaging
to the beverage, food, personal care and household products
industries. We believe Ball’s management team are good
capital allocators and like that the company competes in a
consolidated and disciplined industry which has translated
into good returns on capital and free cash flow, in our view.
Mattel: The company is a leader in the design, manufacture
and marketing of toys and family products. We believe new
leadership at the company could help refocus Mattel on
improving innovation among its core brands.
Crown Holdings: Crown Holdings specializes in both food
and beverage packaging, and we believe he company
benefits from consolidation in both industries. We also
believe the company will quickly de-lever its balance sheet
after acquiring a European food canning business.
Energizer Holdings: Energizer Holdings is a spin off
company focused on household products, and is the result
of the original parent company separating its household
products and personal care businesses. We sold the position
during the period to pursue other investment opportunities.
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Top Contributors (continued)
the company is poised to significantly improve profitability in
as the economy strengthens, rates rise and some regulation
affecting banks is likely softened.

Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 12/31/16 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Contrarian Fund are: United Continental Holdings Inc (9.62%), St Joe Co (6.87%), Knowles Corp (6.05%),
Enterprise Products Partners LP (6.00%), Zebra Technologies Corp (5.17%), Goldman Sachs Group Inc (5.09%), Ball Corp (4.91%), Bank of America Corp
(4.76%), Mattel Inc (4.65%) and Anadarko Petroleum Corp (3.79%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other
securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 12/31/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Holding a meaningful portion of assets in cash or cash equivalents may negatively affect performance.
Investments in derivatives can be highly volatile and involve additional risks than if the underlying securities were held directly. Such risks include
gains or losses which, as a result of leverage, can be substantially greater than the derivatives’ original cost. There is also a possibility that
derivatives may not perform as intended, which can reduce opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting positive returns in other securities.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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